ABSTRACT Dynamic management of vehicular traffic congestion to maximize throughput in urban areas has been drawing increased attention in recent years. For that purpose, a number of adaptive control algorithms have been proposed for individual traffic lights based on the in-flow rate. However, little attention has been given to the traffic throughput maximization problem considering real-time road conditions from multiple intersections. In this paper, we formulate such a problem as maximum integer multi-commodity flow by considering incoming vehicles that have different outgoing directions. Then, we propose a novel adaptive traffic light signal control algorithm which opts to maximize traffic flow through and reduce the waiting time of vehicles at an intersection. The proposed algorithm adjusts traffic light signal phases and durations depending on real-time road condition of local and neighboring intersections. Via SUMO simulation, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in terms of traffic throughput and average travel time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to rapid urbanization, the density of vehicles on certain roads has grown at a high rate, causing increased traffic congestion, accidents, fuel consumption, CO 2 emission and travel delay [1] . These issues have motivated increased attention from the research community and led to the development of a variety of vehicular traffic management (VTM) strategies. One of the emerging strategies is to realize the notion of an intelligent transportation system (ITS) that relies on information collected using various sensing technologies such as safety CCTV, traffic video cameras, piezo-electric sensors, inductive loops, etc., to monitor road conditions and alert motorists through overhead message signs. However, such conventional surveillance methods used in ITS are not effective due to limited coverage and high maintenance cost. In order to overcome these shortcomings and collect real-time
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accurate traffic data, the ITS concept is augmented with wireless communication technologies leading to the development of vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET). Moreover, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been also exploited to improve traffic light timing [2] - [4] . Popular VTM strategies designed for improving traffic condition on urban roads can be categorized into two groups. The first group focuses on traffic data collection, e.g., using VANETs, and applying re-routing algorithms which detour vehicles based on the data [5] - [10] . The approaches vary based on when to respond to changes in the traffic pattern and how to determine the detour paths. Meanwhile, research in the second group explores adaptive traffic light control (ATLC) by taking advantage of advances in wireless communication technologies and computing resources to enable the consideration of real-time traffic conditions of each road [11] - [25] . The focus of most ATLC work has been mainly on increasing traffic throughput while considering a single intersection; only few studies consider multiple intersections for traffic flow maximization [3] , [4] .
Unlike prior work, this paper tackles the vehicular traffic flow maximization (TFM) problem while considering realtime condition at a target intersection and its neighboring intersections in the four directions, and models the TFM as a maximum integer multi-commodity flow problem (MCF).
Since vehicles entering a road network of interest usually intend to go in various outgoing directions, a flow of vehicles that have the same entry and exit points, can be mapped into an individual commodity in a flow network. In addition, the number of vehicles belonging to the same flow, i.e., a group of vehicles that have the same departing and arriving positions, can be matched with a demand of a particular commodity. We map a road network into a flow network presented as a directed graph G = (V , E), where V and E include all intersections and road segments, respectively. Based on G we show that the considered TFM problem can be mapped to MCF with conditions for capacity, flow conservation, and demand satisfaction. We then formulate a MCF model considering waiting vehicles for a green light heading towards a particular direction from an intersection i C .
In order to solve the formed MCF problem, we introduce an adaptive traffic light phase and duration optimization algorithm that factors in the road conditions of multiple intersections(ATOM) as a means for reducing congestion and idle green durations. Basically, ATOM strives to increase traffic throughput and decrease waiting time at an intersection i C depending on the real-time road conditions at i C and its adjacent intersections. Furthermore, the traffic throughput increment and the waiting time decrement are dynamically adjusted and balanced by considering the level of road congestion around local and neighboring intersections. To collect traffic data, various communication technologies between onboard units (OBUs) on vehicles (V2V), between OBUs and road-side units (RSUs) at i C (V2I) or between RSUs (I2I), are to be employed to track the traffic statistics at i C , such as the number of incoming vehicles, the waiting time for all directions, etc.
Based on the level of congestion inferred from the collected traffic data, ATOM applies distinct traffic light control approaches to strike a balance between increasing the number of passing vehicles, and reducing the average waiting time at i C . When roads around i C experience low traffic volume, ATOM focuses on eliminating idle green time in order to reduce waiting time. Meanwhile, under heavy traffic conditions, the focus of ATOM is on relieving congested at nearby roads. In both cases, ATOM opts to adjust traffic light cycle and/or to optimize the selection and order of green light phases and their durations based on the monitored traffic data locally and at nearby intersections. The simulation results confirm the effectiveness of ATOM in adapting to traffic conditions and balancing system (throughput) and user (delay) interest.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is covered in Section II. In Section III, the assumed system model is discussed and the problem is formally defined and formulated. The details of the proposed ATOM are provided in Section IV. The validation results are presented in Section V. The paper is finally concluded in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
As pointed out in the previous section, VTM systems found in the literature can be categorized into two groups, namely, dynamic vehicular rerouting and adaptive traffic light control. In this section, relevant work in these two groups is discussed. Since ATOM strives to optimally operate traffic light signals, the second group is covered in more details.
A. DYNAMIC VEHICLE REROUTING
To enable dynamic adjustment of routes Milojevic and Rakocevic [5] have proposed a distributed congestion detection algorithm based on V2V communication. The algorithm quantifies the traffic congestion level without any support of infrastructure and local authorities in providing real-time traffic data. A vehicle estimates congestion based on its speed and the duration for which such speed is sustained. Then, each vehicle V i broadcasts its congestion estimate; upon hearing from its neighbors, V i aggregates the neighbor estimates with its own to accurately assess the traffic conditions. The frequency of sharing traffic estimates is adaptively set according to the congestion level observed by the vehicle itself and obtained from other vehicles in the vicinity.
Meanwhile, some work has focused on re-routing strategies to relieve traffic jams and increase throughput [6] , [7] . The objective in [6] is to reduce traffic density measured as the number of vehicles per minute over time. Congestion is mitigated by dynamic road pricing over the entire city in order to control the traffic flow. Road tolls are adjusted depending on the instantaneous change of traffic density tracked through inter-vehicle data sharing. The idea is to motivate drivers to use least-cost travel paths and thus avoid congested road segments. On the other hand, Pan et al. [7] have studied rerouting decisions to reduce the travel time. Multiple criteria for detour path selection are proposed, namely, random, entropy balance, or flow balance.
Moreover, autonomous route selection has researched in the realm of controlling autonomous vehicles [8] - [10] . Azimi et al. [8] have proposed a V2V intersection protocol to reduce the waiting time and increase throughput. They also extended their work in [9] to factor in GPS readings. Meanwhile, the focus of [10] is more on safety, collision avoidance and efficiency in terms of computation complexity while autonomous vehicles are passing at an intersection.
B. ADAPTIVE TRAFFIC LIGHT CONTROL
Work that focuses on ATLC can be classified into two categories based on whether a single or multiple intersections are being considered in determining signal timing. For a single intersection, the objective is to optimally schedule the green signal. For example in [11] the traffic light controller is assumed to know the destination of the vehicles coming at the intersection; two green light scheduling strategies are proposed, namely, least minimum and least average distance to destination with the objectives of reducing average waiting/travel time. Similarly, Pandit et al. [12] model the signal timing at one intersection as a job scheduling problem on processors, where jobs and processors correspond to platoons of vehicles and traffic light, respectively. Both approaches mainly focus on reducing travel delay based on real-time traffic. Meanwhile the focus of [13] is on reducing the total number of stops during the entire travel and thus ameliorate CO 2 emission. Unlike ATOM, these approaches do not strive to increase traffic throughput.
Moreover, Kwatirayo et al. [14] opt to improve the conventional pre-timed traffic light signals where the timing of G/Y/R/all-R cycle (GYRCT) is determined based on average traffic load. The approach enables the support of multiple traffic patterns, e.g., cycles within the day, where the duration of GYRCT is adjusted based on the anticipated traffic pattern. However, the approach is quasi-static in nature and does not adapt to unanticipated traffic fluctuations. Meanwhile, Hu and Wang [15] strive to decrease the average waiting time of vehicles crossing an intersection by considering upstream and downstream traffic density. A wireless sensor network is used to monitor the traffic condition. Like [15] , Zhou et al. [2] rely on street-mounted sensor nodes to assess traffic and use the collected data to adjust all possible sequences of green lights in order to improve the waiting time, number of stops, and vehicle density. On the other hand, the focus of [16] is on reducing the time and space complexity for solving the traffic signal control problem while achieving the same goal of improving the average waiting time. Like ATOM, the approaches of [2] , [15] try to optimize both green light sequence and length; however, they do not consider traffic data collected from multiple intersections.
In the second category of work, multiple neighboring intersections are considered in the traffic flow optimization. For example, rule-based reinforcement learning ATLC is presented in [17] , where the traffic lights of neighboring intersections coordinate locally. The work is extended in [18] where an additional hierarchical observer/controller component is proposed at the regional level in order to better optimize the ATLC operation. Moreover, multi-agent based algorithms have been applied to traffic light systems [19] - [25] . Collotta et al. [19] employ multiple fuzzy logic controllers, interconnected using IEEE 802.15.4 technology and dynamically order phases and calculates green time while factoring turns. In addition, Elgarej et al. [20] employs sensors to monitor traffic volume variations, based on which they use a distributed multi-agent system to find the shortest green period during a vehicle trip so that the experienced waiting time at intersections is minimized. Multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithms are exploited in [21] - [25] where the reactions by local and nearby intersections are considered to adjust the traffic lights timing; however these approaches require higher computational complexities than ATOM and hence are less practical.
Moreover, Zhou et al. [2] have extended their approach in by considering traffic condition from neighbor intersections as well as local traffic volume when determining the duration of next green light in each intersection [3] . Similarly, Faye et al. [4] consider multiple intersections to optimize both green light sequence and length. Again, these multiintersection approaches focus on the minimization of waiting time; unlike ATOM, vehicular throughput is not factored in and no flexible combinations of traffic light signals are considered. We compare the performance of ATOM to approach of [3] , [4] and [19] in Section V.
Like ATOM, both SCATS and TRANSYT [36] - [39] opt to reduce the number of stops and consequently the trip delay, in city settings. ATOM and SCATS control traffic light signals (TLSs) in collaboratively at multiple intersections based on real-time traffic information; meanwhile TRANSYT precomputes phases and signal timings offline considering only intersections individually without coordination. Moreover, ATOM and SCATS both can control the cycle length and phase while TRANSYT adjusts phases given a set of cycle length. Like ATOM, SCATS is a microscopic system, which adjusts TLSs by analyzing individual vehicles' movement. However, TRANSYT is a macroscopic model which does not consider individual vehicles' movement. In addition, ATOM can be applied to a real road network in a distributed method as well as a centralized way unlike SCATS and TRANSYT.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND FORMULATION
In this paper we strive to maximize traffic flow by controlling traffic lights at a target intersection i C while considering the collected real-time vehicular traffic condition at its neighboring intersections. In addition, we consider a grid road network, as seen in Figure 1 (a), where a vehicle at i C moves towards one of the four adjacent intersections in the north, south, west and east direction of i C , hereafter denoted as i N C , i S C , i W C , and i E C , respectively. However, we do not restrict the number of lanes and the length of a road segment between two adjacent intersections. Moreover, we do not consider pedestrians and crosswalks.
We represent the road network as a flow network via a directed graph G = (V , E) where V includes the intersections, i.e., V = {i C , i N C , i S C , i W C , i E C } and E consists of road segments, i.e., directed edges between i C and other intersections in V\i C . In other words, E is divided into E in and E out , each of which includes directed edges going to and coming out of
Based on G we represent the monitored traffic at i C as demands of a vertex v ∈ V and lower capacity bounds for an edge e ∈ E, as seen in Figure 1 (b) and (c).
By knowing the motion direction of vehicles at an intersection, one can estimate how many vehicles are coming into i C from each of the four directions and vice versa. For instance, among 12 vehicles incoming into i N C seen in Figure 1 (b), seven vehicles are supposed to drive towards i C . VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. TFM can be reduced to a maximum integer multi-commodity flow problem (MCF). The traffic flow around at an intersection i C shown in (a) can be mapped into a flow network represented as a directed graph G = (V , E ), V and E is a set of intersections and road segments between intersections, respectively, as seen in (b). Part (c) additionally shows traffic volume which comes in or goes out of v ∈ V and also the traffic volume waiting for a green light in each road segment e ∈ E .
Then we denote such incoming traffic into i C as negative demands, i. 
Then there are 12 incoming flows F i 's at an intersection i C that can be possible in Figure 1 (a), hereafter denoted as 
1) CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS
In the defined flow network G, the accumulated flow, i.e., the sum of F i 's on an edge e ∈ E cannot be more than a full capacity or upper bound of a capacity of e denoted as Ubs(e), which is usually a fixed value determined by the physical infrastructure, e.g., the number of lanes and the length of e. In addition, we consider real-time traffic data, namely, the number of delayed vehicles on e which have been waiting for a green signal in order to cross i C , hereafter denoted as NDV (e). NDV (e) may vary depending on the condition of e, with a higher value of NDV (e) indicating that a smaller number of additional vehicles can travel over e. For example, there are 3 east bound vehicles waiting on e(i W C i C ) in Figure 1 (a); therefore NDV (e(i W C i C )) = 3 as noted in Figure 1(b) . Also, in the opposite direction NDV (e(i C i W C )) is 6 since six vehicles are currently staying on the link between i C and i W C . Finally, an edge e can accommodate in-flow capacity based on the difference between NDV (e) and Ubs(e). In other words, the following equation holds in G.
In addition, TFM opts to serve all vehicles in every flow F i coming into i C for the desired direction. Therefore, the sum of F i 's entering i C must equal that of F i 's exiting i C ; in other words, TFM fulfills the flow conservation condition of MCF.
Finally, TFM is to satisfy demands in a multi-commodity flow problem; that is the sum of incoming F i 's to G via src i must be equal to that of outgoing F i 's from G via dst i , i.e., for each i the following equation holds:
Therefore, it can be concluded that TFM is indeed MCF. Thus, the optimization objective can be formulated as:
ATOM strives to maximize the total vehicle traffic volume flowing into i C by adjusting traffic light phase and duration. Since MCF is a known NP-complete problem for integer flows, ATOM pursues heuristics. The proposed algorithm will be detailed in the next section. Since we do not consider pedestrians, the procedure of the optimization does not count the minimum green time for pedestrians to cross roads at i C . Moreover, ATOM considers driver-based vehicles as well as self-driving cars; for the former, it is assumed that the driving direction of an individual vehicle is provided by a driver at each intersection, e.g., using V2I technologies or by an app on the driver's cell phone.
IV. THE ATOM APPROACH
The key feature of ATOM is to employ two distinct traffic flow optimization approaches depending on the dynamically changed vehicle density on the road. ATOM consists of two traffic light agents, namely, the traffic flow watcher and evaluator (TFW), and the traffic light signal adjuster (TLSA). The agents operate in parallel and simultaneously cooperate with each other as illustrated in Figure 2 . In this section, the architecture of ATOM is first explained and the notations and preliminary formulations are introduced. Then the details of ATOM are explained in the balance of the section. 
A. ARCHITECTURE OF ATOM
As stated above, ATOM opts to improve the overall traffic throughput and to diminish the average vehicle waiting at i C . ATOM employs two agents, namely TFW and TLSA.
TFW monitors dynamic traffic changes locally and at nearby intersections and estimates the volume of incoming traffic heading towards i C , and the conditions on the outbound roads from i C . The data collection can be performed in practice using various V2V, V2I, and I2I technologies such as road sensors, 802.11p, 802.16, i.e., WiMAX or cellular networks like LTE-V, or 3GPP Cellular-V2X(C-V2X) [30] - [33] . Then, TFW assesses the level of congestion on a monitored road. Basically, the congestion mode detector (CMD) of TFW categorizes the condition of i C into two modes, namely, free flow period (FFP), and continuously adjusted period (CAP). In addition, TFW periodically evaluates the impact of the traffic optimization done by TLSA and feeds back the results to TLSA to improve the performance. Meanwhile, TLSA optimizes traffic flow by applying different strategies depending on the congestion level at i C , assessed by TFW, as explained below:
• Free Flow Period (FFP): This represents the time period in which the overall volume of vehicles that stay or pass through i C is low and thus the traffic throughput at i C is mainly affected by the length of a cycle during which every flow takes its turn for green light at least once. In FFP, a short cycle is generally preferred for decreasing the average waiting time for vehicles passing i C in the various directions since the total number of vehicles served by i C is small. Therefore, TLSA during FFP, denoted hereafter as ffp-TLSA, computes an appropriate length for the traffic light cycle at i C in which all F i 's are served by a green light once, and adjusts the green signal order and duration to favor the directions with relatively more in-flows. Furthermore, FFP is divided as three sublevels depending on which a cycle length, phases and green light durations are adjusted in an incremental way.
• Continuously Adjusted Period (CAP): When TFW observes that the vehicle count on the monitored roads continuously grows and approaches a level where TLSA does not show further improvement for traffic throughput at i C , CMD switches the mode at i C into CAP. In order to relieve road congestion and increase throughput, TLSA under CAP, henceforth denoted as cap-TLSA first analyzes traffic volume increment per in-flow on forwarding roads and foresees future traffic status per flow on driving roads at i C in collaboration with i C 's adjacent intersections. Then cap-TLSA strives to find an optimized combination of out-flows that are associated with green signal phases; cap-TLSA then optimizes the order and duration of these phases in order to maximize the average traffic throughput. Fundamentally, cap-TLSA identifies and eliminates unnecessary green duration computed for free flows during subsequent cycles and instead gives priority for green time to more congested flows heading to freer outbound road. Starvation for green time in the free flows is prevented using threshold. TFW and TLSA can be executed at a traffic light controller or on a regional traffic control center. With the former VOLUME 7, 2019 option, TFW and TLSA can be implemented in a popular hardware kit like Raspberry Pi or Arduino. Then the agents at the individual intersections collaborate with each other in a decentralized manner to coordinate the operation of the traffic signals. In addition, a centralized realization of ATOM could be cloud-based or done by a server. In this paper we consider both implementation scenarios.
B. NOTATIONS AND FORMULATIONS
The notations used in the paper falls in four categories; the first includes road configuration parameters at an intersection i C , the second covers a set of vehicular traffic flow related parameters, and the variables used for traffic light signal management, finally the congestion level evaluation parameters are grouped in the third and fourth categories respectively. For quick reference, a summary of the notations is provided in Appendix A.
1) ROAD CONFIGURATION
A road segment S that ends at an intersection i C can be one of two types; an inbound from i x C towards i C and an outbound from i C to i x C , hereafter denoted as
The following attributes describes S:
• Len(S) : is the length of S which influences the number of vehicles that can be simultaneously located on S.
• CP(S) : denotes the full capacity of S in terms of how many vehicles can physically be on S, i.e.,
Len(S)×number of lanes on S avg.vehicle length
.
Len(S) and CP(S)
are all constant and cannot be changed by ATOM. 
2) VEHICULAR TRAFFIC FLOW
Based on the three basic signals go-left (GL), go-straight (GS) and go-right(GR), 12 local flows passing at i C are represented as seen in Figure 3 . We denote
, where b, a ∈ {N , S, W , E} or F ba in short. For example, the flow of vehicles which depart from i S C and go straight towards i N C is denoted as
In addition, the flows can be categorized depending on the used roads before and after i C ; for instance F SN , F SW , and F SE are included in a flow of vehicles departing from i S C whose throughput would affect congestion on the road segment S(i S C i C ). Similarly, F SW , F NW , and F EW are flows of vehicles coming into a road segment S(i C i W C ). A set of in-flows towards i C is hereafter denoted as S in f low , where |S in f low |, denoted as N in_flow , equals 12 as enumerated in Figure 3 .
The parameters associated with each F ba ∈ S in_flow are listed below. These parameters are updated by TFW at the end of a cycle CYC t .
• ph t (F ba ) : represents a phase ph for which a flow F ba is served during CYC t . TLSA may adjust flow membership in a phase according to the changes in the traffic volume.
• dur t (F ba ) : denotes the green signal duration for F ba , i.e., the time period during which vehicles in F ba are allowed to pass through i C in CYC t . This value constitutes the green period of the phase which F ba belongs to, i.e., ph t (F ba ).
• TH t (F ba ) : is the number of vehicles of a flow F ba which have departed from i C during dur t (F ba ). The sum of TH t (F ba ) for all flows at i C becomes a throughput of i C during CYC t .
• NDV t (F ba ) : represents the number of vehicles that got delayed at i C , i.e., could not pass during CYC t−1 and have to be considered in CYC t .
• Delay t (F ba ) : reflects the average waiting time for the vehicles in F ba waiting for a green light in CYC t . i.e., it represents the average waiting time experienced by vehicles ∈ NDV t (F ba ).
• Speed t (F ba ) : represents the average driving speed of vehicles ∈ F ba . The lower the value is, the higher the probability of congestion on the road becomes. Speed t (F ba ) can be measured by TFW based on the speed information sent by vehicles, e.g. using V2I.
• NAV t (F ba ) : is the number of additional vehicles to an incoming flow F ba towards i C from its neighboring intersection i b C between the green signals in the previous cycle CYC t−1 and in the current cycle CYC t . Actually,
• NEV t (F ba ) : is the expected number of vehicles joining F ba , i.e., the flow which will head to i a C from i b C through i C in the next cycle CYC t+1 . It is measured by using the flows towards i C in CYC t on the road S(i b C i C ). and preknown turning information of vehicles at i C .
The values of TH t (F ba ), N DV t (F ba ), Delay t (F ba ), Speed t (F ba ), and NAV t (F ba ) can be obtained by using various V2I technologies between OBU and the signal controller. In addition, NEV t+1 (F ba ) is obtained using I2I communication between two neighboring intersections. 
3) TRAFFIC LIGHT SIGNAL MANAGEMENT
The parameters in this category are mainly used by TLSA and represent the attributes employed while controlling a traffic light signal (TLS) at an intersection i C . We consider five types of TLSs, namely GL-only, go-left-and-go-straight (GL&GS), GS-only, go-straight-and-go-right (GS&GR) and GR-only. Therefore, ATOM monitors traffic status, and determines congestion level and green duration based on 12 flows while phase formation is performed based on 20 TLSs seen in Figure 4 (a). Hence, ATOM becomes more flexible and applicable to various types of intersections in terms of the number of attached roads and TLSs, for instance ATOM can be also applied to 3-leg intersections.
• CYC t : denotes a traffic signal cycle in which every F ba is served at least once with a green signal. Basically, the same F ba may experience green signals more than once in a certain CYC t according to the results of applying TLSA.
• TLSpL(i x C ): lists a TLS per lane on the inbound road S(i x C i C ) among the five distinct TLSs {GL only, GL&GS, GS only, GS&GR, GR only}. 
• ph: refers to a traffic light phase, i.e., a combination of two or more TLSs ∈ TLSpL(i x C ), ∀x in nonconflicting directions and whose green lights can be allowed at the same time at an intersection i C . Thus, a set All ph of all possible phases ph's is determined depending on TLSpL(i x C ), ∀x defined at i C and nonconflicting TLSs seen in Figure 5 . Since every F ba is at least once served with green in CYC t ,
• dur t (ph): reflects a green period allowed for a phase ph in a cycle CYC t . Such a period has an impact on the number of passing vehicles ∈ ph at i C in CYC t and the operation of TLSA. For example, under the FFP mode, dur t (ph) is assigned based on the relative in-flow traffic volume at i C in CYC t . • dur(CYC t ): denotes the length of CYC t which equals a sum of dur t (ph) for all phases in a cycle, i.e., ∀ph∈CYC t dur t (ph). Assuming that every flow F ba is served only once in each CYC t , dur(CYC t ) may imply the longest time for a group of vehicles to wait for a green light since it has arrived at i C as seen in Figure 6( • Speed t (ph) : represents the average speed of driving vehicles that belong to a phase ph in CYC t . It is equal
• PH(CYC t ): lists the phases in CYC t which may vary depending on ffp-TLSA or cap-TLSA. The entire set All ph of all possible phases is considered by TLSA to form PH (CYC t ) ⊂ All ph . Since the order of phases in CYC t has an influence on increasing or decreasing VOLUME 7, 2019 the traffic throughputs of particular flows, TLSA strives to find the best order of phases in a cycle as well as dur t (ph) or dur(CYC t ). As seen in Figure 6 (b), although each phase in CYC 1 has the same duration as the previous cycle CYC 0 , placing a phase of {F NE , F SW } ahead in CYC 1 , will reduce a waiting time for vehicles in the two flows, F NE and F SW which may be more congested than others.
4) CONGESTION LEVEL EVALUATION
The parameters in this category reflect metrics measured by TFW and used by TLSA at the beginning of each cycle to assess traffic conditions and to evaluate the effect of the employed optimization measures.
• FOR t (F ba ) : represents the forecasted road occupancy ratio by vehicles inF ba relative to its capacity, i.e.,
where
is the road segment that F ba occupies passing i C . Since occupancy ratio will be used to assess how crowded a road S is and how long congestion may last, the waiting time of vehicles ∈ F ba is factored in.
• CL t ( 
In other words, CL t (F ba ) is proportional to FOR t (F ba ), and NEV t (F ba ) and inversely proportional to TH t−1 (F ba ); thus, the linear combination will enable a high relative throughput to make up for a high ratio of vehicle pile-up, captured by a high occupancy. Since Delay t (F ba ) and TH t (F ba ) are determined by TLSA, a value of CL t (F ba ) reflects a real-time change of traffic demand in F ba . In addition, considering delay and throughput together reflects scenarios that include various combination of delay and throughput performance.
• CL t (ph) : denotes the congestion or traffic demand level of a phase ph, which is determined by CL t (F ba ) , ∀F ba ∈ ph, i.e., CL ph = ∀F ba ∈ph CL t (F ba ). Basically, CL t (ph) measures an aggregated congestion level of vehicular flows in a phase ph. Thus a higher value implies more congested phases or roads. Algorithm 1 in Appendix B summarizes how TFW maintains the congestion evaluation parameters.
C. ADAPTIVE TRAFFIC FLOW OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The objectives of ATOM are to maximize the vehicular traffic throughput and to minimize the average travel time. Such optimization can be expressed as maximizing ∀F TH t (F ba ) and also minimizing ∀F Delay t (F ba ) and ∀F NDV t (F ba ), for ∀t at i C . In order to achieve these objectives, ATOM strives to identify the congestion level of i C depending on which it adaptively controls traffic light signals at i C by ordering phases and computing optimized green timing. Such signal timing and ordering optimization is based on real-time local and neighboring intersections' road status. The overall procedure is split into two parts, namely, TFW and TLSA; each part operates independently by autonomous agents. In this section, each agent is separately explained and their interactions are also presented.
1) TRAFFIC FLOW WATCHER AND EVALUATOR (TFW)
TFW is composed of two modules: (i) traffic flow estimation, and (ii) congestion mode decision, as explained below.
a: TRAFFIC FLOW ESTIMATION
The main goal of this module is to estimate changes for each flow F ba passing a target intersection i C in terms of its volume and delay. The estimation is based on collection and analysis of traffic flow variations around multiple neighboring intersections of i C , i.e., i N C , i S C , i W C , i E C . For carrying out this task, TFW performs three operations, namely, ''update'', ''exchange'', and ''estimate''. First, TFW tries to keep the latest status for the twelve F ba s ∈ S in_flow seen in Figure 3 . Basically, TFW updates flow-related parameters, NDV t (F ba ), Delay t (F ba ), TH t (F ba ), Speed t (F ba ), NAV t (F ba ) and NEV t (F ba ) each time a cycle CYC t ends. The update can be done in practice by deploying on-road sensors or traffic cameras, or by exploiting V2I communication between vehicles and traffic light controllers on the local inbound roads, S i b C , i C , b ∈ {N, S, E, W}. In addition, TFW reports/receives the updated time-varying status of flow to/from the neighboring intersections, i x C , x ∈ {N, S, W, E}. The traffic data transfer between intersections can be done via RSU-to-RSU, or I2I wireless communication. After hearing from neighboring intersections, TFW becomes informed of the traffic condition on the roads leading to i C and estimates the incoming flows during CYC t+1 , i.e., NEV t (F ba ).
To elaborate, TFW first updates traffic flow status on the road, for instance S(i E C i C ) seen as a dark shaded area in Figure 7 using local resources at i C . Then using the traffic data obtained from i E C , TFW tries to estimate the expected volume of incoming vehicles from i E C , in the next cycle, CYC t+1 , which corresponds to a sum of three flows F NW , F EW , and F SW at i E C , hereafter denoted as {F NW , F EW , F SW | i E C }-seen as a double line in Figure 7 . Then, the anticipated number of vehicles which will join F EW , F EN , and F ES in CYC t+1 , is estimated with the help of known driving direction information from the individual vehicles at i C , as stated in Section III. Therefore, for each direction a ∈ {N, S, W}, TFW computes NEV t (F Ea ), which is equal to b =a∈{N ,S,E,W } TH t (F ba ). The updated value of NEV t (F Ea ) will be used by cap-TLSA to optimize the performance as explained later in this section.
Moreover, in order to maximize the number of vehicles crossing i C , TFW also estimates the conditions (availability) of the outbound roads from i C i.e., S i C , i a C , a ∈ {N, S, W, E} considering the changes of Delay t (F ba ), NDV t (F ba ), TH t (F ba ) and NEV t (F ba ) in two subsequent cycles and shares the estimates with TLSA. For instance, the traffic throughput of F EW in the next cycle on the road S i E C , i C will be affected by how crowded S i C , i W C is, seen as a bright area in Figure 7 , as well as the count of the coming vehicles on S i E C , i C , i.e., NEV t (F EW ). Therefore, TFW tries to assess the ability of S i C , i W C for handling the outgoing west-bound flows based on the observed status of 
S seen as X-marked rectangles in Figure 7 . Therefore, the traffic optimization at i C performed by TLSA is based on the real-time traffic status on its neighboring roads as well as its local ones.
b: CONGESTION MODE DECISION (CMD)
In ATOM, congestion is assessed based on how many vehicles are waiting to cross an intersection, how long they are waiting, and how many of them actually cross. For determining the congestion level in CYC t at i C , CMD considers three factors, namely, occupancy ratio, delay, and number of vehicles that crossed i C , i.e., throughput with respect to i C , hereafter denoted as FOR t (i C ), Delay t (i C ), and TH t (i C ), respectively, and computed as the average value over all in-flows for i C . Thus
Using the three parameters, CMD determines the mode for i C , denoted as Mode t (i C ), to be either FFP or CAP. In order to assure that i C is controlled under the right mode and avoid the unnecessary switching between the modes, we exploit a window-based threshold using a tentative mode called ready-to-switch as seen in Figure 8 . Initially when the overall traffic volume on the roads around i C is light, Mode t (i C ) is set to FFP. When the overall road traffic is continuously growing and becomes larger than a pre-defined threshold (P FFP ), i C switches to a ready-to-switch state before turning into CAP when the increase persists, as seen in Figure 8 . During the ready-to-switch state, the traffic light is still controlled by the same control strategy that is ffp-TLSA, however CMD begins to additionally monitor changes of traffic status on individual flows F ba . Figure 8 shows the state transition of Mode t (i C ) and Algorithm 2 in Appendix B outlines the CMD procedure.
Under the ready-to-switch state, if TH t (i C ) or Delay t (i C ) is further improved by ffp-TLSA then Mode t (i C
)
2) TRAFFIC LIGHT SIGNAL ADJUSTER (TLSA)
Based on the identified mode, TLSA applies different traffic light control approaches depending on FFP or CAP. Under FFP, the TLSA module mainly focuses on decreasing the vehicle waiting time at i C by removing unnecessary (idle) green duration. Meanwhile, in the CAP mode, TLSA opts to maximize throughput by reducing road congestion at i C . Thus the optimization strategy varies between ffp-TLSA and cap-TLSA. For both modes, a phase sorter (PS), and a green duration adjuster (DA) are applied, while cap-TLSA VOLUME 7, 2019 additionally employs a flow-based phase selector (FPS), as seen in Figure 2 .
ffp-TLSA: When Mode t (i C ) is deemed to be FFP, TLSA exploits three strategies in an incremental way; x adjusting the cycle length, i.e., dur(CYC t ), y reorganizing the set of phases, PH (CYC t ), and ő adjusting the green duration of each phase, i.e., dur t (ph), ∀ph ∈ CYC t . If the traffic flows freely on the roads around i C , for example the passing traffic volume is significantly low relatively to the road capacity, then ffp-TLSA focuses on reducing the waiting time and simply sets the recommended value of dur(CYC t+1 ) for the next cycle based on the average delay and number of phases in the current cycle using the following equation:
where Delay t (i C ) denotes the average delay at i C in CYC t .
When reduction in waiting time is actually not achieved and also the incoming vehicle count into i C gets larger, ffp-TLSA additionally exploits re-ordering the phases in PH (CYC t ) based on a congestion level in each phase, i.e., CL t (ph). When the second approach cannot improve the average waiting time at i C , i.e., Delay t (i C ), ffp-TLSA furthermore recompute duration of individual phase for the next cycle, i.e., dur t+1 (ph) as
Len(S)
Speed t (F ba ) ), which is sufficient for all vehicles to cross i C in the next cycle. Then, dur (CYC t+1 ) is automatically changed as ∀ph∈PH (CYC t ) dur t+1 (ph). It is important to note that the incremental application of the above three strategies, adjusting dur(CYC t ), reorganizing PH (CYC t ), and computing dur t (ph) in order is to limit the scope of the change in the traffic signal operation, simplify the implementation, and sustain stability of the traffic signal controller.
cap-TLSA: Unlike the phase-based FFP mode, under CAP TLSA strives to control the vehicular volume per flow to reduce road congestion and thus increase traffic throughput. However, like ffp-TLSA, cap-TLSA factors in the anticipated volume of vehicles coming from neighboring intersections towards i C in CYC t+1 . Basically, cap-TLSA considers three flow-based parameters, namely, Delay t (F ba ), NDV t (F ba ) and TH t (F ba ) which capture the change trend for traffic flow during two consecutive cycles CYC t−1 and CYC t at i C . In addition, cap-TLSA exploits the foreseen congestion level of outbound road i C , i a C , i.e., in a flow F ba , b, a ∈ {N , S, W , E}, in CYC t+1 . Basically, extending the green signal duration for the flow F ba will not improve the overall traffic throughput at i C if the outbound road segment is crowded.
As seen in lines 8-30 of Algorithm 4 in Appendix B, cap-TLSA first estimates dur t+1 (F ba ) while considering changes in Delay t (F ba ), NDV t (F ba ), TH t (F ba ) and NEV t (F ba ) relative to those of the previous cycle, CYC t−1 . The estimation can be categorized into four cases, as seen in Figure 9 . According to the identified case, cap-TLSA adjusts dur t+1 (F ba ) based on dur t (F ba ) and optimizes its phases, PH (CYC t+1 ) by reorganizing them and adjusting length. The following discusses each of the four cases in Figure 9 :
Case #1: implies relatively low road congestion even with increasing traffic volume. Thus, in this case, traffic throughput of F ba at i C increases in CYC t in comparison to CYC t−1 , the associated Delay t (F ba ) decreases, and more vehicles wait at i C , i.e., NDV t (F ba ) becomes larger. In other words, in this case the inbound and outbound roads are not congested and the volume of the incoming traffic is still within the road capacity. Therefore, cap-TLSA deems the current length of the cycle to be long enough. As a result, it maintains or reduces dur t+1 (F ba ) relative to the ratio of the remaining traffic volume between two subsequent cycles, i.e.,
NDV t (F ba )
NDV t−1 (F ba ) , denoted as γ NDV . Hence, only if the waiting traffic volume is reduced, i.e., γ NDV < 1, dur t+1 (F ba ) reduced as much as γ NDV , otherwise the duration stays the same.
Case #2: corresponds to when both TH t (F ba ) and Delay t (F ba ) increase due to growth in traffic volume on road S i b C , i C ; yet no congestion on a forwarding road S i C , i a C is of concern given the high throughput for F ba . In this case, cap-TLSA concludes that the extended delay may be caused by lower-than-expected driving speed on the road Table 1 .
Case #4: represents the situation when the throughput of in-flows F ba , i.e., TH t (F ba ) has been degraded in two subsequent cycles due to congestion on either road segment, inbound S i b C , i C or outbound S i C , i a C . To cope with Case #4, cap-TLSA tries to figure out where the traffic jam is developing out of two possibilities. First, when observing reduced number of delayed (unpassed) vehicles after CYC t compared to CYC t−1 , i.e., γ NDV < 1, the drop in throughput can be attributed to congestion on the outbound road S i C , i a C . Therefore, a change in the green signal duration is unwarranted and cap-TLSA keeps dur t+1 (F ba ) similar to dur t (F ba ). On the other hand, the second possibility is when NDV t (F ba ) exceeds NDV t−1 (F ba ), i.e., γ NDV > 1 which indicates that the inbound road segment S i b C , i C is getting congested as well. Therefore, cap-TLSA reduces the green time, i.e., makes dur t+1 (F ba ) smaller than dur t (F ba ) , since it is not being fully utilized. The reduction is set proportional to the observed drop in throughput, i.e.,
Upon computation of dur t+1 (F ba ) for all flows, cap-TLSA opts to identify inefficient green light durations in terms of traffic throughput and exclude them from the next cycle. In other words, the F ba whose computed dur t+1 (F ba ) is less than the pre-determined minimum duration threshold gets excluded in the next cycle. The value is adjusted by considering road network configuration. Then cap-TLSA tries to reform PH(CYC t ) by selecting flows which can be grouped in a phase, ph ∈ ALL ph such that the gap between dur t+1 (F ba ) , ∀F ba ∈ ph is the least. The phase organization is carried out in the decreasing order of the congestion level of flows, i.e., CL t (F ba ) Therefore, more congested flows will thus be placed before less congested ones in the next cycle. The phase reorganization terminates when every flow is included in a phase. Algorithm 3 and 4 in Appendix B describe how cap-TLSA works for duration adjustment and phase selection, respectively.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
ATOM is validated through simulation. This section discusses the simulation environment, baseline approaches, performance metrics and results.
A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
The simulation has been implemented in Python using SUMO [34] . Both a configurable road grid and a real road network are used in the experiments. The former enables assessing the effectiveness of ATOM under varying road length and width. As seen in Figure 10 (a), the considered grid consists of 13 intersections, 44 road segments, with a variant of incoming and outgoing lanes. All road segments have the same length. Varying the segment length would change the vehicular capacity and consequently the performance of ATOM. In addition, a real road network of a mid-size city is considered. The map from Baltimore area is imported using open street maps as shown in Figure 10 Table 1 . In other words, the performance of ATOM is validated using both synthetic and real road networks. For road network of the city of Baltimore, instead using sample traffic data set, the performance under various traffic conditions is studied; the rationale is that using sample traffic data would not be sufficient since it will not be covering all possible scenarios. Based on the configuration, the traffic condition can be varied by adjusting an arrival rate of vehicles inserted into the network per simulation time. The vehicle arrival follows an exponential distribution with average inter-arrival time (IAR) µ. In other words, IAR denotes a time interval between which two subsequent vehicles are injected to a road network. A lower µ, means higher arrival rate and consequently more vehicles on the road network and higher road occupancy. In addition, for each vehicle a pair of entry and exit points is randomly selected among the given roads in the grid or real road network. We study the performance based on two route selection methodologies, namely, the shortest travel distance and the Logit-model [35] . The travel path for a vehicle is calculated by SUMO DUAROUTER. The performance of ATOM is evaluated using the following four metrics at a target intersection i C :
• Service rate: is a ratio of the number of the vehicles inside the road network out of the total vehicles trying to use the network. It represents the main performance of the traffic light control algorithms. The more efficient ATLC algorithm serves more vehicles at intersections and yields a higher service rate.
• Average waiting time of vehicles (seconds): is a measure of the time that vehicles wait on the average at i C . The shorter the waiting time, the better the algorithm performs. It is equal to the average sum of all vehicles passing an intersection i C .
• Average driving speed (km/h): equals the average of the driving speed for vehicles which finish their trip through the network. The speed of each vehicle is calculated by dividing its trip length by the time taken during journey. This metric gauges the end-to-end vehicular trip efficiency.
• Average number of stopped vehicles: denotes the average count of vehicles that had to wait for a green light at i C . This metric is indicative for the traffic flow under different congestion levels.
• Total number of vehicles travelling in the network: represents how many vehicles are being travelling and thus reside in the network as simulation time runs. Given IAR, the road network is occupied by less vehicles with a more efficient ATLC algorithm applied.
• Total number of vehicles completing their travel: reports the number of vehicles that exited from the network. Ideally, all algorithms should be converged to the same value determined by IAR and simulation time, however, convergence time varies depending on the effectiveness of the algorithm.
B. BASELINE APPROACHES
The performance of ATOM is compared to that of three baseline approaches, namely, the WSN-based ATLC (WSN-ATLC) [3] , the dynamic traffic light management based on Wireless Sensor Networks and multiple fuzzy logic controllers (FUZZY) [19] , and the distribuTed and AdaPtive IntersectiOns Control Algorithm (TAPIOCA) [4] . All the baselines have the same objectives as ATOM which is to increase traffic throughput and decrease waiting time at intersections by adaptively traffic light controlling at the intersections. However, the factors which they exploit to achieve the goals are distinct and finally ends with different results. Detail of each algorithm is explained in Appendix C and Table 2 provides a comparative summary of ATOM to the three baselines based on the different factors used for traffic light control and their influence. As seen in Table 2 , all baselines control multiple intersections except FUZZY which considers only single intersection i C . In addition, all baselines have a smaller set of phases than ATOM, where TAPIOCA and WSN-ATLC do not consider a GR traffic light and FUZZY considers only the fixed set of four phases. Moreover, unlike WSN-ATLC and FUZZY, TAPIOCA and ATOM consider the outbound road conditions. TAPIOCA considers traffic volume difference between outbound and inbound roads only during phase selection while ATOM estimates outbound road status considering changes of passing/waiting/incoming traffic volume, and delay in two subsequent cycles during green duration computation as well as phase selection. This aspect of ATOM has significant influence on service rate since the unnecessarily used green lights can be avoided. Another factor which sets ATOM apart is flow-based traffic management. Unlike the baselines, ATOM monitors, controls and evaluates vehicular traffic per flow in a CAP mode and thus during cap-TLSA it assigns vehicles in more congested flow with higher priority for a green time than those in free flow. Moreover, prioritizing vehicles per flow based on the number of vehicles that are waiting, arriving, departing and will be coming enables ATOM to be more effective than WSN-ATLC and TAPIOCA, which consider only waiting, arriving and departing vehicles, and FUZZY, which only considers the number of waiting vehicles.
C. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have simulated multiple levels of congestion by varying the vehicle arrival rates, where µ is picked in the range [0. 2, 3] and IAR has been varied depending on a different road network configuration to simulate less or more congested networks. For example, in a grid network with 2 lanes per road segment, IAR is set to 0.5 second, and thus a total of 7200 vehicles are loaded into the configured road network during 3600 second simulation time. The cycle initially consists of 12 phases and its length is set to 120 seconds; consequently, each phase has a green light for 10 seconds. The simulation results are collected from the summary file created by SUMO. The results of the individual experiments are averaged over 10 runs and all results thus stay within 10% of the sample mean due to 90% confidence interval analysis. Figure 11 represents the performance of algorithms in a 2-lane grid network. IAR varies between 0.5 and 1 with an increment of 0.1. Figure 11(a) shows that ATOM outperforms all baselines in terms of the service rate regardless of congestion levels in the road network. ATOM achieves 45% service rate with IAR = 0.5, which constitutes the most congested roads. Meanwhile TAPIOCA shows about 31% service rate at the same IAR. The performance gap between ATOM and TAPIOCA becomes larger as IAR grows and the traffic becomes lighter. This is because unlike WSN-ATLC, FUZZY and TAPIOCA, ATOM optimizes the combination and order of phases considering all possible TLSs and changes of traffic status on the roads in each cycle. ATOM also determines green duration while factoring in the outbound road condition by monitoring traffic status changes of the flows heading towards the road with respect to traffic throughput, delay and the expected number of incoming vehicles. It is noted that TAPIOCA performs worse than WSN-ATLC and FUZZY even though it estimates and reflects the outbound road condition. Such performance is because TAPIOCA does not consider that the delayed or arriving traffic volume may have changed when calculating green duration, and thus the computed time for a next green light may be unnecessarily long or insufficient.
1) GRID NETWORK WITH 2 LANES PER ROAD
Moreover, Figure 11 (b) and (c) show the performance comparison of ATOM to baselines in terms of the average waiting time and the average number of stopped vehicles for a green light at intersections. As expected all approaches shorten the waiting time and reduces the number of vehicle stops when a road network is less congested with larger IAR. ATOM yields the least waiting time, mainly a result of the congestionaware phase optimization. ATOM considers all possible combinations of movements for making a phase and forms an optimized phase that combines non-conflicting flows. It is noted that the effectiveness of WSN-ATLC is improved as the roads become less congested which is expected since it explicitly considers road availability in scheduling phases and computing green durations. When traffic light signals in the network is managed by ATOM, vehicles can drive about 300% faster than by TAPIOCA with IAR = 1 and the average speed drops as the roads get more congested with IAR = 0.5. Overall ATOM outperforms all baseline approaches and enables the travelers to drive closer to the road's speed limit. Such distinct performance is because ATOM tries to relieve congestion ahead based on analysis of traffic status changes in the two previous cycles and thus provides vehicles with more space to keep their normal speed. Unlike the other approaches, TAPIOCA does not show much changes regardless of IARs. Such performance is attributed to TAPIOCA's green time computation method which only takes into account the maximum number of vehicles and ignores other factors like the number of vehicles that are expected to come in the next interval.
2) GRID NETWORK WITH 5 LANES PER ROAD
We have extended the grid configuration by increasing the number of lanes and length of each road segment to five lanes and 800m, respectively. Figure 12 shows the results. Given the increased road width and length in this setup, the IAR values are picked between 0.6 and 1.4 in order to simulate levels of road congestion that resemble the 2-lane grid network. Comparing Figures 12(a) and 11(a) at IAR = 0.6, all approaches except WSN-ATLC show higher service rates in the 5-lane grid network than the 2-lane case. This is very much expected given the increased capacity. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of WSN-ATLC diminishes due to its limitation of selecting two lanes for compsoing a phase which finally degrades its service rate in the enlarged road network. In addition, in the 5-lane grid network the service rate of ATOM reaches up to 95% at IAR = 1.4; in fact it yields 75% at IAR = 0.6 which is higher than those of baselines at IAR = 1.4 as seen in Figure 12(a) . Again, this is because of ATOM's better congestion assessment and consideration in determining the phase and green duration. Overall, ATOM makes tangible performance improvement for such a large road setup as IAR grows from 0.6 to 1.4, in comparison to the little improvement achieved by the baselines. The results in Figure 12 (a) confirm the scalability of ATOM for large road networks. Figure 12 (b) and (c) show the average waiting time and the average number of stopped vehicles at intersections. Similar to the 2-lane grid network, ATOM significantly outperforms the alternatives, dropping the waiting time and number of stopped vehicles by up to 65%. ATOM achieves such distinct performance since it analyzes all movement combinations when forming a phase and allocates green duration to congested flows; this helps in reducing the delay and consequently diminishes the average number of vehicles in the queue waiting for green to move. As observed in the figures, ATOM shows about at least 60% better performance than FUZZY, TAPIOCA and WSN-ATLC when IAR is 0.6. ATOM also shows relatively the highest average driving speed of vehicles, which exceed by far all baselines, as seen in Figure 12 (d). Overall ATOM yields shorter queues at intersections and enables higher motion speeds.
3) REAL ROAD NETWORK Figure 13 shows the performance of ATOM and two baselines, WSN-ATLC and TAPIOCA in the real road network described in Figure 10(b)-(c) . FUZZY is not compared to ATOM in this setup since Fuzzy assumes 4-leg intersections only and each intersection has a fixed set of phases which is {GL only, GS&GR} among 20 possibilities seen in Figure 4(a) . Thus, it is hardly applicable to a real road network where various types of intersections and road configurations, such as 3-leg intersections, and oneway roads, to which the fixed four phases cannot be applied. As explained in Table 1 , the considered Baltimore city based road network includes 137 intersections with traffic lights, and 311 roads each of which has a distinct setup in terms of the number of lanes and a road length that varies in [1] and [40] . Thus, a total number of lanes and a total stopped vehicles for a green light and the average driving speed of vehicles during their trip. Figure 13(a) shows that ATOM serves more vehicles in the real road network than the alternatives with all IAR, which is consistent with the results of the grid networks. It is worth noting that ATOM reaches 100% service rate while the baselines cap around 90% at IAR = 2.6 to 3 when the road network is very much free. This is due to ATOM's adaptability to the various levels of road congestion. In addition, as the IAR decreases and the network gets more congested, ATOM keeps showing higher service rate than those of the baselines. ATOM's distinct performance is attributed to considering every possibility of the formed phases and computing durations using a flow-based traffic analysis; this particularly makes ATOM more adaptable to traffic fluctuation scenarios found in practice. Meanwhile, WSN-ATLC and TAPIOCA are not as flexible in selecting phases and computing green durations as ATOM.
Moreover, Figure 13 (b)-(d) show that ATOM yields better performance than WSN-ATLC and TAPIOCA with respect to the average waiting time, the average number of stopped vehicles and the average driving speed. For a low congestion level (IAR = 3), Figure 13(b) shows that only about 6% of the driving vehicles need to stop for a green light at an intersection in ATOM, while about 40% of vehicles have to wait for a green light in WSN-ATLC and TAPIOCA. Such percentage reaches up to 50% when roads are very congested at IAR = 0.2, where total 4000 vehicles are added into the network. Moreover, it is worth to note that ATOM shows distinct improvement in the driving speed compared to the baselines, as shown in Figure 13(d) . The enhancement can be again attributed to the mode selection and phase selection schemes of ATOM which help to reduce waiting time and consequently decreases the travel duration. WSN-ATLC and TAPIOCA do not yield much improvement in a driving speed even as IAR increases to three.
In addition, Figure 13 (e) and (f) represent how fast and how much the roads are congested in each approach and how rapidly each algorithm can reach full service rate during 36000 second simulation time with IAR = 1. As shown in Figure 13 (e) and (f), ATOM holds at most 43% of all inserted vehicles into the network and services all the loaded vehicles to finish their travel within less than one third of the entire simulation time. Meanwhile, in WSN-ATLC and TAPIOCA up to 60% of the vehicles occupy the network as seen in Figure 13 (e) and Figure 13 (f) shows they spend almost all simulation time (36000 seconds) to complete 3000 vehicles' travel. Overall ATOM can maintain the real road network under less congested status by relieving or preventing congestion on the road and thus serving vehicles more quickly than WSN-ATLC and TAPIOCA. Each of Figure 13 (e) and (f) include a zoomed in plot to show the results during the first 3600 seconds in order to better compare the performance of WSN-ATLC and TAPIOCA.
Moreover, we have run the same experiments using Logit route choice model [35] . The results are shown in Figure 14 . As indicated in Figure 14 (b), WSN-ATLC and TAPIOCA experience rapid decline in the average waiting time as IAR grows than that of Figure 13(b) . Meanwhile, the other charts of Figure 14 show the almost same results as those of Figure 13 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented ATOM, a novel traffic flow control algorithm. In ATOM each intersection estimates the volume of incoming traffic and also analyzes the congested status of the next road segment for each flow of vehicles. ATOM then adjusts traffic light phases and their duration in cooperation with neighboring intersections. In addition, ATOM can be applied to practice in a distributed or centralied way. ATOM is validated through extensive simulation experiments using both synthetic and real road network from the City of Baltimore. The simulation results have demonstrated that ATOM improves road throughput, average waiting time for a vehicle and the average number of vehicle stops in comparison to competing scheme. Basically, ATOM allows more vehicles to pass through the road network and decreases their travel time by helping more vehicles move even under high traffic congestion. As a major city, Baltimore experiences a wide variety of traffic patterns, e.g., rush hours, major sport events, parades, etc. Therefore, the distinct performance of ATOM in such setup under the various traffic congestion situations, confirms its effectiveness and is deemed as a sufficient evidence that ATOM can be invaluable in practice. Our future work includes the extension of the proposed algorithm considering pedestrians.
APPENDIX A
See Table 3 .
APPENDIX B PSEUDO CODE
See Algorithms 1-5.
Runtime Complexity of ATOM: ATOM operates at the traffic light controller of each intersection, as also illustrated in Figure 2 . The runtime complexity of ATOM is mainly determined by four functions performed every cycle; these functions are TFW(), CMD() and TLSA-PS() and TLSA-DA().
• The complexity of TFW() is bounded to the number of flows that is a constant value (12) and the number of phases, i.e., | PH(CYC t )| that is determined depending on a set of traffic light signals used at an intersection (supported directions). Thus TFW()'s complexity is bounded to O(1).
• CMD() conducts only four comparisons and thus its complexity is O(1).
• The main part of TLSA-PS() sorts the traffic signal phases in PH(CYC t ). When using a merge or heap sorting algorithm, the complexity bounds to O(nlogn), where n = | PH(CYC t )|. • The complexity of TLSA-DA() is bounded to O(1) since it includes five comparisons and simple numerical operations in the worst case.
Overall, when the time complexity of ATOM at each intersection is bounded to O(nlogn), where n = |PH(CYC t )|. The possible phases depend on the number of traffic light signals, which is bounded to twelve every cycle. The implementation of ATOM can be in a distributed manner, i.e., through collaborative execution at traffic controllers of local intersections, or logically centralized in a cloud server which has more computing power than a local controller. Therefore, it is feasible to apply ATOM to a real traffic network.
APPENDIX C BASELINE APPROACHES

WSN-ATLC:
Like ATOM, WSN-ATLC [3] schedules the green light sequences and durations based on the traffic information at local and nearby intersections. However, WSN-ATLC considers two lanes per road, S(i b C i C ) and S(i C i a C ), ba ∈ NSWE each of which is dedicated for GL and GS only. Thus, it does not control GR traffic and has a smaller set ALL ph of phases than ATOM by including only the twelve phases out of all combinations seen in Figure 4(a) . WSN-ATLC consists of two steps; one is to determine which phase should obtain a green signal next and the other is to optimize VOLUME 7, 2019 
12. Re-compute CL t (i C ); } the green length of the selected phase. The optimization factors in the traffic volume, waiting time, and the number of stops in each phase ∈ ALL ph , hunger level that denotes the starvation of lanes for green light, blank circumstance which reflects blank spaces on lanes and special circumstance that refers to some situations where a green or red light must be activated urgently.
WSN-ATLC assigns a green light to the phase which has no blank lanes, i.e., fully occupied lane with the highest priority. Otherwise, the phase that has the highest value of the weighted sum of the six factors takes a turn for a green. As a result, WSN-ATLC does not consider traffic information obtained from neighboring intersections i x C , x ∈ NSWE during phase selection. The traffic status at i x C 's is only factored in determining the length of green light duration. The computed green time is picked such that all waiting vehicles at i C and the expected number of additional vehicles coming from neighbor intersections towards i C are allowed to pass. Unlike ATOM, WSN-ATLC does not consider the congestion level of the road segments that vehicles drive into after passing i C .
Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of congestion decision by TFW
Mode t (i C ) ← the next level of FFP; } 10.
} end if 11. } else{ 12.
switch ( Mode t (i C )) 13.
case FFP:
Mode t (i C ) ← ready-to-leave; } 16.
break; 17.
case ready-to-leave:
Mode t (i C ) ← CAP; 20.
} end if 21. break; 22.
case CAP:
Mode t (i C ) ← ready-to-leave; 25. break; 26.
} end switch 27.
} end if }
FUZZY:
In order to monitor real-time traffic status, FUZZY employs multiple fuzzy logic controllers, interconnected using IEEE 802.15.4 technology [19] . Like ATOM, FUZZY dynamically orders phases and calculates green time while factoring turning. However, unlike ATOM it does not consider per-flow traffic status to determine the best combination of phases in order to increase traffic throughput. In other words, FUZZY organizes a fixed set of four phases using only the two traffic signal lights, {GL only, GS&GR} among all possible combinations seen in Figure 4 (a). FUZZY uses using road sensors; depending on the number of queued vehicles in the lane, it classifies each lane in a phase into three levels, namely, normal, medium and long. Then the four phases are scheduled according to a sum of the assigned levels to the lanes belonging to each phase. As a result, return PH (CYC t ) and dur t+1 (ph); 23. }end switch } the phase with more queued vehicles takes higher priority to obtain a green light in the next cycle. The green duration is calculated according to the queue length of vehicles in the lanes belonging to the phase.
Since FUZZY tries to control vehicular traffic per phase without considering traffic status of the individual flows in a phase, flow-level traffic management cannot be achieved unlike ATOM. In addition, FUZZY manages traffic lights at i C by only relying on the current traffic condition on the roads towards i C without factoring in the expected volume of the incoming vehicles or the outgoing road conditions. TAPIOCA: It exploits vehicular traffic data collected by a WSN and dynamically decides the green light sequences and durations through collaboration among multiple intersections, e.g., using I2I communication [4] . TAPIOCA denotes the different traffic volume between incoming and outing roads as the expected gain for a movement. TAPIOCA first computes a local movement score of vehicles passing i C by considering the number and delay of vehicles per road from direction b to a at i C , where ba ∈ {N, S, W, E}. Like ATOM, TAPIOCA considers traffic congestion and tries to slow down vehicles that are moving towards congested outgoing roads S i C , i a C . However, TAPIOCA assesses the outgoing road congestion by computing the difference of vehicles between S i C , i a C and S i b C , i C . This is different from ATOM which Starvation(F ba ) = 0; } 36.
else {dur t+1 (F ba ) = 0; Starvation(F ba ) + +; } 37.
} end for 38.
return dur t+1 (F ba ), ∀sd; 39. } end switch } estimates the traffic condition on S i C , i a C by considering changes of passing traffic volume, waiting time, delayed vehicles and incoming vehicles per flow towards the road. Therefore, TAPIOCA does not suit setups in which road capacity varies.
After that TAPIOCA computes a global score for each road at i C from direction b to a, which is equal to a sum of its local movement score, expected gain and rank. The rank is used for creating green waves and its value corresponds to a global score of b computed by a neighboring intersection of i C , i.e., i b C in a direction b. In other words, the rank value is computed by ordering neighboring intersections, i b C 's in a decreasing order of the summed score of the roads heading to b from i C . Based on the global score, TAPIOCA selects a phase by combining non-conflict movements using conflict matrix that make a high score and schedules them in a decreasing order of the scores. Then, it calculates green duration of each phase that suffices for all waiting vehicles to cross i C . Subsequently, the global scores at i C are shared with its neighboring intersections i b C to compute a global score at i b C . TAPIOCA computes green duration based on the maximum number of waiting traffic volume, limits it to a certain threshold and does not consider the outbound road status, as well as changed road condition. Thus, TAPIOCA provides unneeded green time. Additionally, like WSN-ATLC, TAPIOCA has restriction on the number of lanes which form a phase to two lanes at all times, unlike ATOM which uses all possible combinations of lanes during the phase selection. Similar to WSN-ATLC and FUZZY, TAPIOCA monitors and assess traffic status only per lane, unlike ATOM which does per flow as well as per lane, which provides better assessment of the road condition.
